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an open-source mobile agent (Gloo

Android application) with profile-man-

agement capabilities. 

The main challenges that were faced in

this context were: smart object dis-

covery (NFC tags), universal smart

object accessibility, mobile interface

and sensor access, user profiling, and

ad-hoc “on-the-fly” interaction between

smart objects (heterogeneity). We

developed several scenarios, such as the

Location Sensor-Based Services out-

side Home (see Figure 2). The mobile

agent running on the device continu-

ously receives the location coordinates

from its GNSS sensor and compares

those locations with a user defined

proximity area. Whenever the user

enters this proximity area, the smart-

phone automatically triggers a series of

requests (based on user-profile and

preferences) to control smart objects

(for example switching on the heating

to a certain temperature).

The results to date are very promising:

we integrated the previous smart objects

with many partners in order to compose

an Open Smart Neighbourhood

ecosystem on top of the Web of Objects

platform. This allowed us to deploy and

test some recent research results in proj-

ects related with the lnternet of Things,

Machine to Machine communication

(M2M) and Ambient Intelligence sys-

tems development. We have acquired

insight into the use of smart WoO

objects such as mobile devices, user

profiles, location rules, requests, door-

locks and smart home objects.

In our research, we collaborated with sev-

eral SMEs, Universities and Research

Centres, such as DEIMOS, VISUAL

TOOLS, TELESPAZIO, ETIC, UPC,

UPM, UPV (Spain), Thales, Odonata,

Sogeti, UPEM, CEA, IMT (France),

Concordia University (Canada), KAIST,

KT, ETRI, Kwangwoon and Hankuk

University, Innopia, Miksistem (Korea) and

Smartec, Nma, University of Cairo (Egypt).

This research is also part of a horizontal

task force with other ICT Future

Internet projects - such as FIWARE,

BUTLER and SOFIA - that deals with

building new innovative applications

and services for every-day working and

living environments. Our work is par-

tially supported by the Spanish MEC

INNCORPORA-PTQ 2011, MiTYC

TSI-020400-2011-29, and FEDER pro-

grams.

Links:

http://www.web-of-objects.com

http://www.youtube.com/user/webofob

jectsproject
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Figure 2: GNSS
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automatic house

entities requests

Internet of Things: 

A Challenge for Software Engineering

by Charles Consel and Milan Kabac

The Internet of Things (IoT) has become a reality with the emergence of Smart Cities, populated with

large amounts of smart objects which are used to deliver a range of citizen services (e.g., security,

well being, etc.) The IoT paradigm relies on the pervasive presence of smart objects or “things”,

which raises a number of new challenges in the software engineering domain.

The Object’s World project

There are an abundance of research and

industry initiatives that have been under-

taken with the aim of promoting the

emergence of IoT [1]. In line with this

goal, the Object’s World project brings

together stakeholders from different

domains to build and support the emer-

gence of an IoT sector in France and

beyond. The project is lead by SIGFOX,

the world's first cellular network oper-

ator dedicated to low-bandwidth wire-

less objects. The cooperation between

industry and research partners (e.g.,

sensor manufacturers, computer science

and electrical engineering research labs)

is of uttermost importance in over-

coming technological barriers. This issue

is currently hindering the development

of an IoT sector. The main objectives of

this project are the development of:

• expertise in the low-bandwidth net-

work sector,

• low-cost transmitter/receiver chips,

• low-energy autonomous sensors, and

• software frameworks which cover the

entire lifecycle of IoT applications. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/webofobjectsproject
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Network infrastructures which support

huge numbers of objects open up a range

of opportunities for innovative services.

Critically, these new opportunities rely

on the ability to address the software

engineering challenges of this new

sector. We promote an approach that

revolves around software frameworks.

In areas such as mobile and web devel-

opment, this approach has already been

shown to facilitate software develop-

ment by abstracting over implementa-

tion details and guiding the programmer.

A design-driven development approach 

To guide and support the development

of applications which orchestrate net-

worked objects, our research group

introduced a design-driven software

development approach which draws on

principles and techniques taken from

the programming language domain.

In particular, we developed DiaSuite [2],

a tool-based methodology which guides

the developer through the entire life-

cycle of an orchestrating application

(Figure 1). DiaSuite offers a design lan-

guage, providing high-level, declarative

constructs that are dedicated to

describing the application’s architecture,

along with the smart objects it orches-

trates. The methodology relies on a com-

piler that generates support in the form

of a Java programming framework, cus-

tomized with respect to a given applica-

tion design. By providing the developer

with a programming framework, our

approach ensures conformity between

the design and implementation. The

generated programming framework pro-

vides the developer with an abstract

class per component declaration. The

application logic is implemented by sub-

classing each abstract class and pro-

gramming its abstract methods. To fur-

ther ease the development of orches-

trating applications, DiaSuite relies on

Eclipse to guide developers during the

implementation phase by introducing

placeholders that need to be provided

with code. Finally, our approach pro-

vides developers with a back-end to

address the deployment and execution

of orchestrating applications.

Orchestrating smart objects 

at a large scale

The development of orchestrating appli-

cations which are responsible for large

numbers of smart objects raises a number

of challenges. We have addressed these

by introducing a new design language.

Service discovery

Standard service discovery at the indi-

vidual object level does not address the

needs of applications orchestrating

large numbers of smart objects. Instead,

a high-level approach which provides

constructs to specifying sub-sets of

interest is needed. Our approach allows

developers to introduce application-

specific concepts (e.g., regrouping

parking spaces into lots or districts) at

the design time and then these can be

used to express discovery operations.

Following our design-driven develop-

ment approach, these concepts are used

to generate code to support and guide

the programming phase.

Data gathering

Applications need to acquire data from

a large number of objects through a

variety of  delivery models. For

instance, air pollution sensors across a

city may only push data to the relevant

applications when pollution levels

exceed tolerated levels. Tracking sen-

sors, however, might determine the

location of vehicles and send the

acquired measurements to applications

periodically (e.g., 10 min. intervals).

Data delivery models need to be intro-

duced at design time since they have a

direct impact on the application’s pro-

gram structure. In doing so, the delivery

models used by an application can be

checked against sensor features early in

the development process.

Data processing

Data that is generated from hundreds of

thousands of objects and accumulated

over a period of time calls for efficient

processing strategies to ensure the

required performance is attained. Our

approach allows for an efficient imple-

mentation of the data processing stage

by providing the developer with a

framework based on the MapReduce [3]

programming model which is intended

for the processing of large data sets.

Future work

We envisage to enrich our design-

driven methodology with support for

simulation of infrastructures of smart

objects. To achieve this, we will

leverage design-time declarations to

generate application-specific simulation

support, while keeping the application

code unchanged.

Links:

http://www.sigfox.com/en/

http://www.telecom-design.com/en/

http://phoenix.inria.fr/
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Figure 1: The DiaSuite tool-based methodology


